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ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION
RECRUITMENT EXHIBITION

Fast-track to the transport of the future
Thousands of engineers will need to be recruited for rail projects in the pipeline, including Crossrail 2 and HS3, as Paul Bray finds out

U

ntil recently, if you
wanted a first-hand
account of building
a major railway line
hundreds of miles across
the UK you would have had to
track down a latter-day Brunel
or a Stephenson.
Today, you can simply ring
someone like Mike Lyons, West
Midlands programme director
for phase one of High Speed
Two (HS2), the fastest and most
technologically advanced railway
ever built in Britain.
Costing a cool £56 billion,
it will whizz passengers between
London and Birmingham and
on to Manchester and Leeds at
speeds of up to 225mph, halving
many current journey times.
“You could catch a train in
Birmingham and be changing
on to a Crossrail train to London’s
Docklands in less than 45 minutes,”
says Mr Lyons. “The connectivity
benefits are huge.”
Construction of phase one,
140 miles of track between London
and Birmingham, is expected to

begin next year and be completed
by 2026. Phase two – Birmingham
to Leeds and Birmingham
to Manchester – is aiming for
completion in 2033, and “HS3”,
linking Leeds and Manchester,
was given the green light in
last month’s Budget.
“Working on a brand new
railway like this is a dream come
true,” enthuses Mr Lyons. “It’s
an order of magnitude bigger than
anything else I’ve ever been
involved with, and its legacy will
last for generations – not just in
boosting the UK economy but
in developing new engineering
capability and skills.”
HS2 is setting the bar high.
“We’re aiming to use station
designs chosen from prestigious
international architecture
competitions,” says Mr Lyons.
“We’ll be making unprecedented
use of BIM (Building Information
Management) technology to
minimise design problems, and
we’ll be challenging our supply
chain to help us find the most
innovative solutions during the

construction phase. That’s quite
an unusual approach.”
The scale of the challenge
is prodigious. Most of the route
is virgin territory and numerous
tunnels and bridges will be required
to minimise gradients, including
a 10-mile tunnel at Amersham
and two 2.5-mile viaducts.
Each tunnel will penetrate
a different geology, from Chiltern
chalk to Mercia mudstone; in
total, a staggering 125 million
tonnes of material will be shifted
during phase one – 90 per cent of
it being reused along the route.
The project will eventually
employ around 25,000 workers,
including thousands of engineers.
“We’re starting a period of rapid
recruitment, peaking in 2018-19,”
says Mr Lyons. “My team will
double in the next year. Starting
with a blank canvas we’ve been
able to recruit from a really broad
base of skills and sectors. We’re
deliberately casting our net wide
to bring in as much experience
and diversity as possible.”
Civil and mechanical engineers

It’s an exciting
time and it
stretches the
industry into
technical
territory we
wouldn’t
normally enter

On track Crossrail 2
got the go-ahead,
along with HS3

will sit cheek by jowl with
specialists in noise reduction,
environmental impact, water
management, power supply
and telecoms.
“We’ve also got a roads expert
who’s been able to liaise with
Highways England to find
integrated solutions that fit with
our plans for HS2,” adds Mr Lyons.
HS2’s engineers often leave
their desks to visit communities
along the proposed route. “It’s
quite unusual but they really
enjoy it,” says Mr Lyons. “It takes
them beyond their technical
world. We like people who like
to be challenged.”
HS2 is by no means the only
challenge facing the UK rail
industry. “It’s the busiest time
I can remember in my 34-year
career,” says Andrew Boagey,
a member of the Institution
of Civil Engineers’ transport
expert panel.
He reels off a list. Crossrail is
about to be fitted out and Crossrail 2
has been given the Chancellor’s
nod. London Underground has

the Northern Line extension
to Battersea and the Barking
Riverside spur. A new diesel/
electric InterCity Express Train is
in development. In-cab signalling
is replacing line-side signals. And
electrification requires significant
remodelling of bridges and track.
“It’s a very exciting time and
it stretches the industry into
technical territory we wouldn’t
normally enter,” says Mr Boagey.
“People’s careers are going
further and up-skilling is hugely
important. All the professional
institutions are working hard
to ensure there are good career
pathways within rail.”
As with HS2, the recruitment
net is being flung wide. “Military
engineers have an onus on safety
and delivery that’s directly
transferable to rail,” points out
Mr Boagey. “So do petrochemical
engineers who understand major
projects, designing to a price, etc.
“The fatigue stresses experienced
by an offshore oil platform can be
very similar to those on a railway
bridge. And the process-driven,

safety-critical approach of
aerospace transfers extremely
well to rail.”
Even “routine” maintenance
is often anything but, as Mr
Boagey explains. “Railways have
hundreds of time-critical activities
where if the work is below par the
line can’t reopen. That represents
a real challenge.
“I had replaced whole bridges
in a weekend eight times by the
time I was 30,” he adds. “It’s
a unique and exciting experience
that few other industries can
match. You have to adapt your
approach and methodology all
the time in rail. And there can be
a sudden element of drama that’s
quite compelling: a derailment,
a flood, a tree on the line.”
Competition for skills between
contractors, construction
companies and major employers
such as Transport for London
and Network Rail creates a healthy
internal market, according to
Mr Boagey. “There are good
rewards for those who show
they can succeed,” he says.
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Skilled engineers needed to light up industry
Head start Firms such
as Ultra Electronics
Sonar Systems, JLG
and Raytheon are trying
to plug the skills gap

Great strides are being made
to address the enormous
skills shortage across the
UK, as Paul Bray discovers
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killed engineers have seldom
been hotter property. In the
Institution of Engineering and
Technology’s 2015 Skills and
Demand in Industry survey,
almost two-thirds (64 per cent) of
engineering employers said a shortage
of engineers in the UK was a threat
to their business, and 68 per cent had
difficulty recruiting senior engineers
with five to 10 years’ experience.
Ultra Electronics Sonar Systems,
a UK-based manufacturer of sonar
and torpedo defence systems, is one
of the companies that is currently facing
this dilemma.
“We have a very loyal workforce,”
says Ross Parsell, managing director.
“But it means our age profile is getting
older, so we need to recruit new people
with innovative ideas to provide fresh
blood and challenge what we do.”
Like many employers, the firm is
addressing the issue by seeking recruits
well outside its core industry. Mobile
phone specialists, for example, can be
instrumental in maximising battery life
in sonobuoys. And experienced software
engineers are required to create the
rapid information processing and
intuitive displays that enable sailors
to react much more quickly to what
the sonar is telling them.
And there is another reason for casting
the recruiting net wide. “We’re a world
leader with only half-a-dozen direct
competitors worldwide, so we can’t just
go out and hire ready-made sonar experts,”
says Mr Parsell.
“Any hi-tech industry where software
and mechanical engineering come
together can be a good source for new
staff. Aerospace and automotive have
been particularly fruitful,” he adds.
Partnerships with universities can also
prove beneficial, such as making sonar
safer for marine mammals, and the
company also runs a successful graduate
recruitment scheme.
Ultra Electronics Sonar Systems
employs just 300 people, including its
all-UK manufacturing operation, so the
watchword is flexibility.
“We need good team players who are

We need good
team players
who are experts
in their own
discipline

experts in their own discipline – but also
understand how this dovetails with the
rest of the business,” explains Mr Parsell.
Manufacturer JLG is trying to plug the
gap by exploring the cross-fertilisation
of ideas and skills from other sectors.
The company makes specialised lifting
equipment for accessing loads at height
– a niche that lacks the economies of
scale required for developing new
technologies from scratch.
“Our skill lies in taking high-readiness
technologies from adjacent markets and
adapting them to new applications in
innovative ways,” says Barrie Lindsay,
JLG’s European director of engineering.
Hybrid-electric power trains, radar

sensors and rear-view cameras are all
migrating from the automotive industry
and being applied in JLG’s latest products.
“People with this sort of experience
are of more and more interest to companies
like ours to help develop our product
road maps,” says Mr Lindsay. “People
from the aerospace, defence and industrial
machinery sectors also have a lot to offer.”
Typical project teams are smaller at
JLG so the company can offer recruits
an interesting range of engineering
challenges and opportunities. “People
from the automotive industry find the
breadth of engineering they work on
here can be a lot greater than they’ve
been used to,” says Mr Lindsay.

Defence and security giant Raytheon
has major expansion plans in its UK
cyber security operation, planning
to recruit more than 150 cyber and
software development specialists
within the next two years.
“We like to recruit from a wide range
of technical, scientific and mathematical
backgrounds and sectors,” says Phil
Davenport, head of engineering,
intelligence and security at Raytheon.
Software developers, data scientists,
systems engineers and penetration
testers (“ethical hackers”) require very
different skill sets, says Mr Davenport.
The company recruits from the software,
defence, financial, transport, energy,

electronics and mobile communications
industries, to name but a few. Acoustics
engineers and even music graduates
have also demonstrated the creativity
and initiative that mark the classic
Raytheon employee.
All this diversity makes for a very
buzzy working environment. “You
walk in every morning and you’re
bombarded with ideas from all sides,”
says Mr Davenport. “It can feel more like
a young marketing company – that’s the
kind of energy that’s bubbling around.”
Raytheon’s cyber business also works
with more than 30 small- and mediumsized firms in the UK, often in combined
teams with Raytheon’s own people.
“It creates a great melting pot of ideas
and gives us access to hundreds of very
skilled, niche people,” says Mr Davenport.
“It also creates a very rewarding
atmosphere for our own employees
because they’re exposed to so many
new ideas and viewpoints.”
However, despite the ingenuity of the
UK’s engineering employers, some skills
are in such short supply that some firms
are forced to look beyond our shores.
“I think many UK employers could
be more creative and spread their net
much wider,” suggests Peter Campbell,
managing director of HR consultancy,
Caribbean East Atlantic Company, which
recruits skilled engineers from all over
the globe for its clients.
“There are many pockets of great
expertise around the world, from rail
engineers in China and robotics
throughout the Far East, to oil and gas
in Trinidad and civil engineering in
the US. They can all bring something
new to the table in terms of culture and
experience that can be very beneficial
to a UK business,” he adds.
It is often possible to recruit experienced
foreign engineers into what would
otherwise be graduate trainee roles,
providing workers who are capable of
hitting the ground running. “They’re
looking to put down roots in the UK
and rise through the ranks within one
company,” says Mr Campbell. “Once you
have found the right person you’ll tend
to hold on to them for at least seven years.”
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Map out your future with a simple plan
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The National Engineering
& Construction Recruitment
Exhibition (NECR) offers
qualiﬁed professionals and
graduates the opportunity
to discover a diverse
range of engineering and
construction roles available
with leading employers.

CV CLINIC

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT HUB
In association with: The Engineering Council
CIHT, IHE, IOM3, SOE, IMechE, IET, ICE

EXHIBITOR
LOUNGE

B90

B120

C110

IMMEDIATE
VACANCIES

CAREERS ADVICE
LOUNGE

C90

B110

VISITOR
CAFE

D140

C100

PRESENTATION
THEATRE

CV CLINIC
C70

C80
D120

ENGINEERING
CHALLENGE
Sponsored by

C60

A30

OPENING TIMES

Friday 22 April
11:30, 14:00 and 15:00
Saturday 23 April
12:45, 13:45 and 14:45
These free interactive workshops
offer individual advice on how
to approach your next interview.
Careers expert Chris Morrall will
focus on achieving interview
success in a competitive jobs
market. Sign up at the Information
Point to take part.
CAREERS ADVICE LOUNGE

11:00 – 16:00 Friday and Saturday
Visit the Careers Advice Lounge
and meet expert careers
consultants from Inspiring Talented
Minds to talk through your options
and gain advice on taking your
next step up the career ladder.

A50

C50

Get job-winning advice from leading
CV experts The Write Stuff. Bring
along your CV for a one-to-one
consultation and discover those
all-important secrets to writing
a successful one.
INTERVIEW CLINIC

C120

Reception
sponsored by

Vacancies cover a wide
range of engineering and
construction disciplines,
including aerospace, civil,
defence, design, electrical
and electronics, IT,
manufacturing, mechanical,
project management,
software, specialist
construction, telecoms,
structural and test.

THE WOMEN IN ENGINEERING
FORUM

Friday 22 April
11am – 4pm
Saturday 23 April
11am – 4pm

INTERVIEW CLINIC
WOMEN IN
ENGINEERING
FORUM

FIND US

A20

B30

B40

C30

Pavilion
The NEC
Birmingham
B40 1NT

C40

Sponsored by

PSYCHOMETRIC
TESTING

SUBSIDISED TRANSPORT

A10

B10

B20

C20

To ﬁnd out how students can claim
up to £8 towards travel costs, visit
EngineerJobs.co.uk

D10

C10
INFORMATION
POINT

HOW TO REGISTER

Friday 22 April
12:00 – 13:30
The Women in Engineering Forum,
sponsored by Colas, offers women
at all stages of their career the
chance to share experiences,
make new contacts and discover
exciting career opportunities.
Attend keynote presentations from
Colas’ Louise Haining, M&H Plastics’
award-winning engineer Helen
Cavill and AECOM’s Rossella Nicolin,
followed by an informal networking
lunch. Entry is free on a ﬁrst-come
ﬁrst-served basis, so arrive early
to secure your place.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
HUB

The event is free to attend. To skip
the queues, register online at
EngineerJobs.co.uk

Supported by the Engineering
Council, the hub offers the chance
to network with representatives
from a number of professional
institutes and societies. Drop in

ENTRANCE
NB This ﬂoorplan is not to scale and subject to change

COMPANIES
RECRUITING
INCLUDE

C A R E E R D E V E L O P M E N T F E AT U R E A R E A S
for advice on career progression,
professional registration and
institution membership.
F R E E P R E S E N TAT I O N S

Find out what it’s like to work
for some of the UK’s leading
organisations, what they look
for in a candidate, and pick
up valuable careers advice.
Friday 22 April
12:00 Women in Engineering Forum:
– Louise Haining, Colas: A walk
through my civil engineering
career path
– Helen Cavill, M&H Plastics:
Womanufacturing Engineering –
making things better
– Rossella Nicolin, AECOM:
Structural Engineering takes
you places – a career story
13:00 Talent Transitions:
Developing your personal brand
14:00 Highways England:
A career with Highways England
14:30 IOM3: Professional
Registration – what’s in it for you?
15:00 The Write Stuff: How to
write a CV that gets results
Saturday 23 April
12:00 Derby College: Laying the
foundations for a teaching career
in engineering and construction
– a blueprint for success
12:30 JLG: Engineering at JLG
13:00 Workindenmark: Living
and working in Denmark
14:00 Morgan Sindall:
UK wealth creators
14:30 Colas: A career with Colas
15:00 The Write Stuff: How to
write a CV that gets results
ENGINEERING CHALLENGE

Teams of students from across
the UK will battle it out in a practical
engineering challenge to be in
with a chance of winning the
£500 top prize. This is a great
way to show off your teamworking
and technical skills to recruiting
companies. Teams of up to
six people should head to the
Engineering Challenge area
at 11am each day to take part.
The challenge is sponsored by
Ultra Electronics Sonar Systems.

DERBY COLLEGE C20

R O YA L N AV Y B 3 0

As one of the country’s leading and
largest colleges – supporting around
26,000 learners each year – we boast
one of the newest and most impressive
estates in the country, operating across
four distinctive campuses which
offer excellent learning facilities and
a professional setting for our partners.
derby-college.ac.uk

As an engineer officer you will lead a
highly skilled team of technicians, with
responsibility for complex and essential
items of equipment that provide our
ﬁrepower and enable us to operate our
ships, submarines and aircraft in harsh
environments in all areas of the world.
royalnavy.mod.uk/careers

GE C50
B R I T I S H A N TA R C T I C S U R V E Y
A1 0

The British Antarctic Survey (BAS),
part of the Natural Environment
Research Council, aims to undertake
a world-class programme of scientiﬁc
research, and to sustain for the
UK an active and inﬂuential regional
presence and a leadership role
in Antarctic affairs.
antarctica.ac.uk

GE is the world’s Digital Industrial
Company, transforming industry
with software-deﬁned machines and
solutions that are connected, responsive
and predictive. Through our people,
leadership development, services,
technology and scale, we deliver
better outcomes for global customers.
ge.com/uk
HIGH SPEED T WO (HS2)
A50
SELLAFIELD C110

BRITISH ARMY C70

Whatever your skills, interest or
background, there’s a job for you in
the Army – from HR specialist to chef.
Join full time with the Regular Army
or part time with the Army Reserve.
army.mod.uk
C A R I B B E A N E A S T AT L A N T I C

High Speed Two (HS2) will be the
biggest infrastructure project Britain
has seen for decades. HS2 will provide
direct high-capacity, high-speed
rail links between London and
Birmingham and to Manchester and
Leeds, as well as playing a vital role
in boosting jobs, skills and
regeneration across the country.
gov.uk/hs2

Work for Sellaﬁeld and what you
achieve today will resonate long into
the future. You will be part of a team
of experienced professionals all
dedicated to maintaining safety
on site and creating a permanently
secure and environmentally sound
space for tomorrow.
sellafieldsites.com/careers

CO M PA N Y A 2 0
U LT R A E L E C T R O N I C S S O N A R

We help companies searching for
engineering professionals in official
shortage areas to ﬁnd, relocate and
integrate their staff into the required
region of Great Britain. A full service
solution is provided whether staff are
already in the country or they require
legal and practical assistance.
caribbeaneastatlanticcompany.com

ALAMY, GETTY, MOD CROWN

SYSTEMS B90

COL AS B40

An award-winning national business,
delivering sustainable solutions
for the design, build and maintenance
of the UK’s transport infrastructure.
Part of the International Colas

WORKINDENMARK C90
H I G H W AY S E N G L A N D
C100

Formerly the Highways Agency,
Highways England is the new
government-owned company that
operates, maintains and improves
England’s network of motorways
and major A roads.
highways.gov.uk/
highways-england
INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
ENGINEERS (ICE) D140

Group with world-class R&D facilities
enabling us to provide clients with
innovative new products, processes
and ideas.
colas.co.uk

Ultra Electronics Sonar Systems
is a world leader in sonar and torpedo
defence systems and is a proven
systems integrator with more than 60
years’ experience in delivering hi-tech,
innovative real-world underwater
solutions and equipment and support
services to customers worldwide.
ultra-electronics.com

The Institution of Civil Engineers
(ICE) is a registered charity, which
represents around 80,000 members
worldwide and strives to promote
and progress civil engineering.
ICE seeks to harness the creativity,
energy and dedication of civil
engineers to help address our
needs and shape the world.
ice.org.uk

New horizon Power
your way into an
engineering career
at Sellaﬁeld, Cumbria

JLG A30

As the world’s leading designer
and manufacturer of access
equipment, JLG products and
personnel can be found all over
the world, going above and
beyond to support customers.
We deliver the powerful, versatile
equipment that our customer’s
need, along with unsurpassed
training and service because we
are more than a manufacturing
company. We are a partner in
our customer’s success, reaching
out worldwide to enable
performance, boost productivity,
ensure uptime and support
forward progress.
jlg.com

healthcare, industrial, leisure, retail,
transport and water markets, Morgan
Sindall delivers projects that touch the
lives of people all over the country.
We aim to create great results for our
customers, partners and ourselves.
morgansindall.com
N AT I O N W I D E P L AT F O R M S B 1 1 0

Part of the Lavendon Group plc,
Nationwide Platforms is the
UK’s market leader in powered
access hire, equipment sales
and working-at-height training.
We pride ourselves on delivering
excellent service and ensuring our
customers are able to work safely
and productively at height.
nationwideplatforms.co.uk

MORGAN SINDALL C 30

R AY T H E O N U K C 8 0

Operating across the education,
commercial, defence, energy,

The Raytheon Company had
sales of $23billion last year and has

61,000 employees worldwide and
1,400 employees in the UK. As a
technology and innovation leader
specialising in defence, government
and cybersecurity solutions, along
with a history of innovation that
spans 94 years, Raytheon provides
state-of-the-art electronics, mission
systems integration, C5I products
and services, sensing, effects, and
mission support for customers in
more than 80 countries.
raytheon.co.uk

Workindenmark is a public
employment service for highly
qualiﬁed international candidates
looking for a job in Denmark,
and Danish companies searching
for talented foreign employees.
workindenmark.dk

R O YA L A I R F O R C E B 1 0

The RAF monitors the skies, protecting
the UK from threats at home as well
as peacekeeping abroad. Our fulland spare-time roles offer skills for
life, and a chance to play a part in
operations around the world – from
providing humanitarian aid to helping
prevent a civil war.
raf.mod.uk/recruitment

Interested in exhibiting?
Call 020 8394 5201
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When engineering is a matter of life and death
Chill-out zone Life in
an Antarctic research
station can be like
living on a spaceship

In the icy climes of Antarctica or at
the core of an ebola outbreak,
engineers are tackling nature’s big
challenges, says Paul Bray

E

WENN

ngineers relish a challenge
– and there can be few places
as challenging to man and
machine as the ends of the Earth.
“If you meet someone else
in Antarctica, then the chances are they
will be an engineer,” says Mike Rose,
head of electronics at the British Antarctic
Survey (BAS). Scientists come and go,
but it is engineers who maintain the vital
instruments and infrastructure that a mass
of scientific research requires.
BAS has two fully-manned research
stations in Antarctica. Cut off for most
of the year, they must be entirely
self-reliant in both equipment and
ingenuity. “It’s very much like being
on a spaceship,” explains Mr Rose.
“We’re addressing unique engineering
challenges. Our Halley VI research station
is built on a floating ice shelf so all our
structures have ice foundations,” he adds.
“There are no British Standards for this,
so we’ve had to design much of the
technology from first principles. It’s
like building on jelly because if you put
something heavy on it, it sags.”
The prevailing wind, gusting up
to 100mph, soon causes snow build-up
on the lee side of a structure, exerting
horizontal strains that structural engineers
must allow for. Dry air and wind-blown
snow are also a recipe for powerful static
charges that can be a nightmare for
electronics engineers.
“Some of our buildings are a kilometre
apart,” says Mr Rose. “The static potential
between them is different, so we get
static currents flowing through our wires.
These are pretty unique problems,
you can’t look them up in a manual.
“Everything we design has to be very
robust, meet very high environmental
standards and be maintainable by a small,
overwintering crew. We try to use proven
technology but often implemented in very
innovative ways.”
Away from the buildings, scientific
equipment runs autonomously, powered
by solar or wind generators. “Because
power is limited we have to predict how
much will be available and calculate when
is the most scientifically beneficial time
to use it,” explains Mr Rose. “It’s quite

tricky because the algorithms have to
work for multiple years without being
tested for long periods of time.”
The BAS teams include vehicle
engineers, heating and ventilation
engineers and electrical engineers to run
the heavy plant and scientific equipment.
They come from a range of backgrounds
from the Army to agriculture. But with
such small permanent teams – 13 members

The systems
that you’re
maintaining are
what keep your
colleagues alive

overwintering at Halley and 18 at BAS’s
Rothera station – everyone must be
flexible with their skillset.
“People can get sick, or break limbs
playing rugby on the ice, so everyone
trains someone else to be an immediate
backup,” says Mr Rose. “You also have
to be deeply skilled at your own job
because usually you’re in a team of one,
and the structures and systems you’re
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maintaining are what keep you and
your colleagues alive.”
BAS engineers generally spend about
14 months in Antarctica, two summers
and one winter. Despite its breathtaking
beauty the Antarctic can be implacably
hostile to life, and living in such
a potentially threatening environment
can be stressful. Ironically, for many the
biggest challenge is not the cold or the

isolation, but living in close proximity
to others. Living quarters are small and
in such a hostile environment going out
alone is discouraged so, except in bed
or the bathroom, people are rarely alone.
Boredom, however, is seldom an issue.
Fine weather brings skiing and wildlife
watching opportunities, plus there’s
a gym and, of course, routine chores.
“There’s less time to kill than you’d think,”
says Mr Rose, who has spent two winters
in Antarctica. “There are cupboards
full of language courses and musical
instruments we never had time to use.
“The vast majority of people really
benefit, though. It can really boost their
confidence and self-reliance, and looks
very good on their CV. And the teamwork
is amazing. It can work like a Swiss watch.”
Sgt Craig Fulford, an electronics
technician with the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers, faced a different
kind of challenge when he was deployed
to Sierra Leone at the height of the ebola
crisis. A medical and dental technician
based at 33 Vanguard Field Hospital, he is
responsible for keeping some 600 items
of equipment maintained and ready
to move anywhere around the globe
at just five days’ notice. For four months,
Sgt Fulford was the sole technician
responsible for inspecting, servicing and
maintaining £1.5 million worth of vital
medical equipment at a British Army
ebola treatment facility and field hospital.
It was no easy task. he had to study
and research every piece of kit to ensure
he knew exactly how to repair it if
it broke down, knowing that a small
failure to any single part could be
potentially life-threatening.
Sgt Fulford also designed a new
database to catalogue each item and
calculate when it was likely to need
servicing, supported a Royal Fleet
Auxiliary hospital ship stationed nearby,
and even went beyond the call of duty
to help various aid organisations to
maintain their own life-saving equipment.
As a result of his efforts, Sgt Fulford
received a Commander’s Commendation
and was named as the Institution of
Engineering and Technology’s 2015
Armed Forces Technician of the Year.
“The award doesn’t just recognise my
achievements,” he says. “It also highlights
the many technicians like me who keep
our Armed Forces prepared and ready
for all eventualities, whether that’s
for defence or humanitarian need.
I’m particularly proud to be part of it.”

